Deck 1: English Alphabet & Numbers to 1,000,000

(109 notes, 218 cards, 8 minutes of audio in 176 re-playable files)
With this Deck, learners practice
• letter names and spelling
• numbers in English (including years
and times of day)
Deck 1 introduces vowels first.
The "front" of the flashcard asks
What letter is this?
The "back" says the letter name
and gives example words.
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After the vowels, Deck 1 shows three numbers: 0, 10, 100
The "front" of the flashcard asks, What number is this?
The "back" says the number and shows it as a word.

Next come letters with 2 sounds: c, g, s, and x
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Then the numbers 1, 11, 111
Followed by letters b, d, f, and h
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Then the numbers 2, 12, 20, 22, followed by letters j, k, l, m.

Numbers 3, 13, 30, 33 are next, followed by letters n, p, q, r.
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Numbers 4, 14, 40, 44 are followed by letters t and v.

And 5, 15, 50, and 55 are followed by letters w and z.
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The remaining numbers through 99 are presented in the established
sequence: 6, 16, 60, 66; 7, 17, 70, 77; 8, 18, 80, 88; 9, 19, 90, 99.
Next come six examples of time. The "front" of the flashcard asks,
How do you say this number for time? The back states the time (one-thirty or
twelve a.m., midnight or two o'clock) and shows a clock face.

Numbers 1,000 and 10,000 and 100,000 are given,
and then seven more times: 7:00, 8:00, 9:25, 10:20, 11:45,
12 a.m. (midnight), and 12 p.m. (noon).
1,000,000, 200, 212, 222, 313, 333, 414, 444,
and then two dates, with the "front" asking, How do you say this number for a year?
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Numbers continue with 515, 555, 616, 666,
then 2001 (date),
followed by 717, 777, 818, 888,
then 2009 and 2017.

The final six numbers are 919, 999, 1,234, 12,345, 123,456, and 987,654,321.
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The Deck has 109 "notes"—one note for each letter and number.
The 13 time notes and 5 date notes create one "flashcard" each.
The other 91 notes create one, two, or three cards each. After the first card has been
shown a number of times, the related, second card will be shown. When the second
card has been seen some number of times, the third card will be shown, if there is one.
For the alphabet notes, Card 1 shows the letter and asks What is this letter?
Card 2 shows the whole alphabet
and asks, Which letter do you hear?
and then says one letter name
(in this case, Aa).
The back of Card 2 reveals the answer,
repeats the letter name,
and says the example words.

Several alphabet notes have a third card:
when the capital letter and lower case letter look
very different, a third card shows the lower case
letter alone. This can be important practice for
learners unfamiliar with the Latin alphabet.
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34 numbers have a card that displays five numbers and asks,
Which number do you hear?
and then says one number (in this case, 3).
The back displays and repeats
the number that was said.

The same 34 numbers have a third card asking learners to
Spell this number: (the front shows the number but doesn't say it)
(Each spelling card gives the correct number of blanks.)
The back card says t-w-o, 2
and displays the letters,
further reinforcing the alphabet.

Why spell?
• spelling deepens number recall
• spelling gives a practical drill of the alphabet names
Numbers are easily misheard — for instance, one student repeatedly said
"hungred" instead of "hundred." And numbers aren't often written in word form,
so misunderstandings can persist. The spelling practice can dispel such errors.

Prototype Deck 1 presented only numbers 0 to 9,
but students were far more keen to practice numbers (which feel useful)
than to practice the alphabet (which feels like "baby stuff").
Revised Deck 1 presents all the highest-frequency numbers, starts mixing
them in with the alphabet cards right away, and includes times and dates.
The numbers are grouped for easier comparisons and distinctions —
for example, distinguishing between 13 and 30, 14 and 40, and so on.
These changes should make Deck 1 more useful and engaging.
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